
 
 
Dear Condo Owners, 
  
We hope you continue to enjoy the Summer season no matter where you are 
calling home at this time! 
  
We recently held a Condo Owners Roundtable Meeting via Zoom and had 10 to 
12 owners from all areas represented. I really enjoy these roundtables, and we will 
continue to host these at least quarterly, if not more often. I’m going to highlight 
what was discussed on our call. 
  
It appears the value of your property continues to increase (vs. 2020) based upon 
the fact there are very few units available for sale, and the ones that do come to 
market (if priced reasonably) move very quickly. Even since our Zoom call, a 3-
bedroom unit came on the market for $285,000. The last similar unit was sold for 
$250,000. The unit for sale had multiple offers with in days of being listed. It is 
definitely a seller’s market. Keep in mind there are several advantages to using 
Kingsmill Realty to list your property, including having several interested buyers 
already lined up. Kingsmill Realty is owned  and operated by Escalante Golf, as 
are the Resort and Kingsmill Custom Homes. NO ONE can offer you a better 
value proposition to maximize your asking price than Kingsmill Realty. Higher 
Condo values are a win/win for all of us. Several of the buyers of units sold over 
the last 90-days have also purchased memberships in the Club at Kingsmill, as 
they seem to intend to use it for a first or second home. There are not many 



places that you can own in Kingsmill at these prices, making your unit even 
more valuable.  
  
The TV project is complete and we are waiting for delivery of the door locks 
(already bought and paid for, however, problems continue with the smart chip at 
the supply chain). Our best estimate, at this time, is to have installation 
completed by October 30. 
  
We are getting great guest comments about our units. Based on what we know 
today, we DO NOT see any need for any major renovation through 2022. We may 
ask for some minor “soft goods” upgrades such as new carpet, some pieces of 
furniture and the patio chairs, but overall, the units are holding up great. My 
suggestion would be to budget, on average, $3,000 to $4,000 per room to get us 
through to the 2022 season. These figures DO NOT include any money for your 
AC, water heater units or appliances, as these vary in age by extreme amounts. 
Anicio will be happy to give you her best estimate based on the equipment you 
have currently. 
  
Overall, the Resort is back to pre-COVID room sales activity and we continue to 
focus on driving rates. We are running close to 80%+ occupancy; all of the units 
are being used. Our guests and members are playing more golf than ever before. 
In June of 2021, we paid out almost exactly what we paid out in June of 2019 to 
our Condo Owners. Keep in mind that we used to have close to 400 keys in our 
program and now we are closer to 340 keys. Your amount can vary substantially 
based upon your use, days out of order, etc.  
  
There was a question about long-term stays. Currently we have approximately 12 
units on long stay status and none available at this point until early September. If 
you are interested in a long-term stay guest in your unit(s) as we head out of 
season, now is the time to let Anicio know. 
  
There is still no update on a professional golf tournament next year; we will keep 
everyone posted. 
  
There was some feedback that the quality of the property and quality of some 
our food not being acceptable. Our response continues to be the same. We all 
want the same thing, and we are using the resources we have available to us in 



the best possible ways. We continue to struggle finding team members, 
however, our guest surveys (we get approximately 50 surveys a week this time of 
year) tell us that our staff is very friendly even though we are shorthanded, so 
thank you for your patience as we get through these times.   
  
We have some very exciting capital projects in the pipeline that we hope to be 
sharing with you shortly. 
  
Our Membership continues to grow at record levels and the near future looks 
very solid for Resort bookings. One of the biggest takeaways from the on-going 
pandemic is that it is mind boggling how fast things can change. Therefore, we 
continue to operate based upon a business model that will allow us to get 
through these ups and downs as effectively as we can. 
  
As always, please feel free to call or email Anicio or me at any time. 
  
Regards, 
 

                                                                                    
 

Joel Paige        Anicio Holmes – Brown 
Chief Operating Officer      Rental Properties Manager 

Kingsmill Resort      Kingsmill Resort 


